
 Disrupt 5'10'' Turbine 

  Billabong Xero Reef Boots  

 Tropical Wax & Comb 

 Quiksilver Boardshorts 

 Savlon Antiseptic Cream 

WHAT WE
WOULD TAKE
SURFING IN:

            ...BALI

SURFINGSECTIONS.COM

The perfect shortboard for
harnessing the powerful

Balinese waves. This custom
made board is available in a 3

fin and 5 fin setup. A low
rocker helps catch a few more

waves, a tighter rear and a
mid-rail helps push but not

catch on the turns.

Quiksilver shorts, in stretch polyester
cotton blend fabric for extra comfort, the

only boardies you'll need in the water. Just
don't choose a green pair, Balinese

superstition dictates that this will bring
you bad luck from the Gods!

These Billabong reef boots are perfect for
protecting your feet from the razor sharp

reefs surrounding Bali's most famous breaks. 
 The boot features 2MM Airlite neoprene, a 

2-way adjustable arch strap and an
adjustable ankle with elasticated draw cord. 

Purchase from
Surfdome

35 GBP / 50 USD

Available from
Quiksilver

35 GBP / 50 USD

Available from
surf shops and

Amazon

5 GBP / 7 USD

Available from
Disrupt Surfboards

3 GBP  / 8 USD

Anything other than wax designed specifically
for warm water is going to quickly turn into a

gooey mess. Chances are you'll still find
yourself constantly faced with melting

traction so a comb is useful to avoid
constantly having to reapply the topcoat. 

However hard you try, at
some point you're going to
come into contact with the
reef. It's essential to keep

even the tiniest of cuts
clean and infection free.

http://www.amazon.com/Sex-Wax-Container-with-Comb/dp/B009LIY7EM
http://surfingsections.com/
https://www.disruptsports.com/range/perform/disrupt-turbine/
http://www.quiksilver.com/mens-boardshorts/
https://www.disruptsports.com/
https://www.surfdome.com/billabong_wetsuits_-_billabong_xero_2mm_split_toe_reef_wetsuit_boots_-_black-216398
http://www.quiksilver.co.uk/on/demandware.store/Sites-QS-GB-Site/en_GB/Default-Start?geopopup=false


  Oral Rehydration Sachets  

  International Driving License   

  FCS Big Wave Leash  

 SWOX Surf-Proof Sunscreen 

 Body Glove UV Rash Vest 

Purchase from
FCS

24 GBP / 35 USD

Available from 
any chemist

2 GBP / 3 USD

Body Glove
24 GBP / 35 USD

Available directly 
from the AA

18 GBP / 26 USD

Available from
SWOX Online

12 GBP / 17 USD

If contact with the reef is inevitable, then so
is a meeting with the local law enforcement.
Having an international driving license saves

loads of hassle and doesn't give the police
any excuse to issue an on the spot fine. Also
ensure that any hired transport comes with

the appropriate insurance. 

You haven't truly
experienced a trip to Bali
until you've been struck

down by the infamous Bali
belly. Even by avoiding

dodgy ice and unwashed
salads, somehow it will find

you. These re-hydration
salts are a great way to

ensure you get return to full
fitness and back in the water

as quickly as possible.   

The power of the waves in Bali is something to
behold. Best to make sure your board doesn't
end up washed up over the rocks by using a
leash designed to withstand the heaviest of

wipeouts. And it's always reassuring to know
your board is going to be by your side when

you pop back up to the surface.

It's not just the waves that pack a punch in
Indo', the sun is pretty fierce too. In order
to avoid overexposure to the rays a high

quality waterproof suncream is vital. SWOX
have developed protection specifically for
surfers, guaranteed to survive the longest

of sessions in the water.    

Keep your torso protected
from the sun in this Body

Glove UV rash vest. 

SURFINGSECTIONS.COMWHERE WE'D
STAY:

Barrels Villa provides superb accommodation 
just above the beautiful Bingin Beach.

Lullaby Bungalows offers stylish
 Balinese huts a stones throw from the waves.
Or for 5 star luxury try the recently completed 

Suarga on the cliffs above Padang Padang.

http://surfingsections.com/
http://www.surffcs.com/shop/surf-thrusters/fcs-premium-big-wave-leash
http://www.swox-store.com/epages/62605077.sf/en_AU/?ViewObjectPath=%2FShops%2F62605077%2FProducts%2FSWOX14
https://www.theaa.com/getaway/idp/index.html#international-driving-licence
http://www.quiksilver.co.uk/on/demandware.store/Sites-QS-GB-Site/en_GB/Default-Start?geopopup=false
http://www.surffcs.com/shop/surf-thrusters/fcs-premium-big-wave-leash

